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The Gucci Love parade runway presentation on Hollywood Boulevard. Image credit: Gucci

 
By KAT IE T AMOLA

Whether attracting consumers to a virtual or in-person event, connection is of the utmost importance.

During a webinar hosted by brand performance cloud platform Launchmetrics on Feb. 17, a Vogue executive
discussed the importance of knowing one's audience and how to connect with them in hosting any event. Although
challenges in event hosting in a post-pandemic landscape can permeate, brands must remember the purpose of any
kind of event which is to engage, connect and entertain.

"We are always looking at how we can connect [with audiences]," said Jessica Nicholas, director of special events
at Vogue, New York. "We all want to be thought of, we all want to be valued and we want to have fun.

"At the end of the day, we are planning parties essentially we are planning spaces for people to get together," she
said. "Remembering that at its  core and how you feel when you go into an event or a virtual landscape is a great
place to start."

Knowing your audience 
Whether an event is digital or in-person, challenges may arise. Roadblocks can include an ever-evolving guest list,
the complicated process of sending invitations, curating a smooth guest experience and understanding and tracking
results.

To start, it is  crucial to know what one's audience is looking for and to invite them to events that reflect these desires.
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Virtual fashion events  can make it challenging to connect with audiences , but this  is  not always  the case. Image credit: Launchmetrics

When inviting consumers to an event, the personalization of correspondence goes a long way. From emails and
texts to social media interactions, consumers want to feel seen and valued.

"We are always looking at how can we connect, and we want to make sure that that personalization, when we're
sending out an email, we want you to know that it's  us and that it feels like you're talking to a friend, essentially," Ms.
Nicholas said.

Brands should also continue revisiting what has worked and not worked in previous events, utilizing digital
platforms like Launchmetrics, observing research, KPIs and consumer feedback.

Ms. Nicholas also noted that at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, she would watch late-night television shows to
see how hosts were interviewing guests and promoting digital entertainment.

Many luxury brands are sharing more behind-the-scenes footage of fashion shows

Organizations also need to keep their eyes on what events and collaborations are occurring in the fashion sphere,
digitally and at physical locations.

To learn what works, curiosity and agility are crucial. Brands must continue looking back on what is effective and
adapting to what could work for the future.

Physical, digital landscape
Although it is  impossible to predict the future and whether digital or in-person events will take reign, or hybrid events
will continue, it is  clear brands must know their audience, promote enticing speakers and event topics.

When contemplating virtual events, brands can tap into a world of new technological offerings, from straying into
the metaverse, offering VR or AI features or liveshopping events.

Artificial intelligence started popping up in different areas over the past few years, with pop-up immersive
experiences and virtual try-on technology. Now, these technologies are beginning to form what could be considered
a digital renaissance: the metaverse.

There are still mixed feelings about the metaverse, from both brands and consumers, but the more fashion brands
leverage virtual technology, including gaming, the closer they become to creating new strategies for the metaverse
(see story).

Physical events like runway shows are still beloved by many consumers as well.

Last November, Gucci put on the ultimate parade celebrating love, complete with a star-studded cast and guest list.

Gucci showcased a wide cast of musicians, Oscar-winning actors and more on Hollywood Boulevard in "Love
Parade," highlighting more than 100 looks. The event held seats for 500 guests in a celebration joining Hollywood
and Gucci ethos (see story).

"I think for us, it is  really the talent and our content that we're putting in that usually is our biggest draw," Ms. Nicholas
said. "Doing some of that research what do people want to know about?

"Whether it's  a controversial topic that we're attacking head-on [or another kind of event,] I think it's  really
understanding who your consumer is and what they want to listen to," she said. "And then adjusting your
programming to kind of fit into that need."
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